
WE MISSED
MASSIVE 
STORIES



There is an enormous 
opportunity to change 
things.

To reachmillions of 
Gen Z audiences.



is a next generation
media company that 
uses AR to transform
everyday people
into journalists.



http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PgYkMBWywVE


HOW TO GO VIRAL
WITH GEN Z IN
5 STEPS



90% of the 
internet is 

video  



Big media 
organisations 
are no longer 
winning the 
content battle



Influencers are taking 
the lion's share of 
advertising revenue on 
social media platforms

They’re content is 
more engaging, 
more relatable,
and far lower 
cost!



48,499,555 views 
May 27, 2023

309 MILLION VIEWS 
TIKTOK

http://drive.google.com/file/d/1zs4elbC6EobcBFt22mNmO0JQ-R8GIfPm/view
http://drive.google.com/file/d/1aiLDDBfdN7AKCUMVN8wwhLv_kcIQNw6l/view


2800 views 6.56M

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ojH_9s6hMxg
http://drive.google.com/file/d/1R8eWKQpQa4Vz7cokdMRYB9nkLQVSYoO2/view


ABC TRAINING DUBAI 2023

Platforms 
matter!
One-quarter of 
Gen Zers spend 
five hours or 
more per day 
on TikTok.



ABC TRAINING DUBAI 2023

User-generated 
content at the 

forefront.
Gen Zers prefer UGC 

because it feels more 
authentic, which helps 

build trust with the 
brand



Don’t be 
kak,
be 
lekker



SOLUTION
BASED 

STORYTELLING

http://drive.google.com/file/d/1rDZhYCn57BcxDmPVZEkZakU3E0lqTpsw/view


There is a problem in society and here is 
someone making it better 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QFTsh-_JmSQ
http://drive.google.com/file/d/11UaOQnkK_7EFK4uZB85s4_8h5qOIo8gm/view


We went from a 
video a week to 
a video a day, 
to  now 
publishing 22 
videos a week!



1M +Subscribers 176k Subscribers 642k Subscribers 145k Subscribers 286k Subscribers

2.5M Subscribers 32k Subscribers 267k Subscribers 703k Subscribers 365k Subscribers

CONTENT: 7M SUBS

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0h8IymhlyO8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hjyrJ_x7UNc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VI_85mGDe6k
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=f8BT0W-NauI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wN8Ps2qz-Y0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7tLdz3UZdQI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pIWviPvF5VY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wZma326XH0E
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hyK1ts-G4L4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0h8IymhlyO8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VI_85mGDe6k
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hjyrJ_x7UNc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hyK1ts-G4L4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=f8BT0W-NauI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wN8Ps2qz-Y0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7tLdz3UZdQI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wZma326XH0E
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pIWviPvF5VY


When SEEN grew 
and started 

doing every type 
of content… and 

we failed.
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Then we focused in 
and won

It all starts with a great story, but 

to know what the right kind of 

great story is for you, you need to 

know yourself well and there’s 

nothing better than a SWOT 

analysis. G
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Commander's  Intent:
we tell stories about people whose 

perspectives can positively impact the 
world



BE SPECIFIC
So can the audiences know why 

they come to you? 
what are you  known for as an 

organization?



Stu

http://drive.google.com/file/d/1hRzZpkL3CTon0N2Jh3geTDc5O7wioDnz/view


personalization 
is the new 

quality



● Going big in the first 3 secs! It’s literally just a “swipe” and 
they’re on to the next one



● Riding on trends and fun transitions to grab attention early on



● Learn from your analytics! Open your Professional Dashboard to get a 
better understanding of what topics and themes are getting the most 
engagement. Add those learnings into future content. ur Professional 
Dashboard to get a better understanding of what topics and themes are 
getting the most engagement. Add those learnings into future content. 



the future of content is hyper.

hyperlocal.
hyper focused.



You can find young audiences 
anywhere, even on facebook if you 

look hard enough.

But if your objective is to create 
sustainable revenue chasing genz 

audiences 



Then you need to look for platforms 
that lack equilibrium

Where there are a lot of Gen Z 
consumers but not a lot of Gen z 

creators



THE SOLUTION IS…



your 
audience 
has to 
become your 
creators



OUR AR TOOLS 
GUIDE PEOPLE 
THROUGH THE 
STORYTELLING 
PROCESS



AR CREATES A 
UGC FLYWHEEL



I NEED 3 
VOLUNTEERS

You use

everyday

You already use

Everyday





30 Million People a 
year use our AR filters 

and tell stories



The ultimate form of engagement in our work is when 
someone watches story and opens up their camera 

responds using our tools/lenses

http://drive.google.com/file/d/1NzcBWNIl6MfNHZ0sQKpiJZrWmB2m6Wv2/view


WE’RE 
THINKING A 
LOT ABOUT 

2030



We believe everybody in this room 
will be wearing small glasses on their 

faces and consuming content from 
the perspective of their eyes.



Mobile AR tools

So authentic reality and immersive storytelling, the gamification 
of news, what does that material look like?

Wearable AR Apps



http://drive.google.com/file/d/1x7bMQn_1JjFASyRtMhPkQ3Sp-7E9OR4L/view


Bill Gates wrote in 1996 that “We always overestimate the change that will occur in 
the next two years and underestimate the change that will occur in the next ten.
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